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            Pilgrim 
            By Enya 

Pilgrim, how you journey 
On the road you chose 
To find out why the winds die 
And where the stories go 

All days come from one day 
That much you must know 
You cannot change what's over 
But only where you go 

One way leads to diamonds 
One way leads to gold 
Another leads you only 
To everything you're told 

In your heart you wonder 
Which of these is true 
The road that leads to nowhere 
The road that leads to you 

Will you find the answer 
In all you say and do? 
Will you find the answer 
In you? 

Each heart is a pilgrim 
Each one wants to know 
The reason why the winds die 
And where the stories go 

Pilgrim, in your journey 
You may travel far 
For pilgrim it's a long way 
To find out who you are... 

 
 
Introduction: 
 
A simple definition of a pilgrim is a traveller who is on a journey to a holy place. From very early 
days, pilgrims went to Jerusalem to follow in Jesus’ footsteps on the way to the cross. The stations 
of the cross, as we know them today, came about when it was no longer possible to visit the holy 
sites. The crusader wars raged and Jerusalem was often in Muslim hands.  In the 1500's, villages 
all over Europe started creating small shrines commemorating the places along the way of the 
cross.  Eventually, these shrines became the set of 14 stations we now know, and we have our own 
beautiful version in St Michael’s. Labyrinths were created, too, to serve much the same purpose. 
The arrival at the centre of the labyrinth marked the end of the physical journey and served as a 
symbolic entry into Jerusalem. 

Walking the Stations of the Cross or the labyrinth, during Lent, is a good way to reflect on the 
suffering of Jesus, the depth of the love he has for us, and to make our response of adoration and 
praise for all that his death and resurrection means for us. 
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   The ninth station: Jesus falls for the third time                  Labyrinth in St Michael and All Angels  

 

Before you begin your reflections this evening, you may want to spend a few moments stilling 
yourself before God. You might imagine the hardships of a long physical journey as you pray this 
pilgrim prayer. Say each line slowly and then remain in silence before God for a few minutes: 

Pilgrim God, 
Our shoes are filled with stones, 
Our feet are blistered and bleeding, 
Our faces are stained with tears. 
 
As we stumble and fall 
May we know your presence 
In the bleeding and the tears 
And in the healing and the laughter 
Of our pilgrimage. 
 

 
 

The word pilgrim is not mentioned in the bible, but there are countless stories of people who set 
out on a journey, sometimes regarded as aliens or strangers by those whose land they traversed. 
These were people who travelled for all sorts of reasons, a number simply running away, but who 
found themselves encountering God on the way: Abram setting out not knowing where he was 
going (Genesis 12: 1-9); Hagar running away from a jealous mistress (Genesis 16: 5-13); Jacob 
running away from his brother who was after his blood (Genesis 28: 10-17); Ruth accompanying 
her mother-in-law to a foreign land (Ruth 1: 12-18); The Road to Emmaus (Luke 24: 13-35); Paul 
on the road to Damascus (Acts 9: 1-9); Onesimus, a runaway slave (Philemon 10-18)… 
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You might want to choose one of these passages to read through slowly (there are Bibles on the 
table). As you read, listen for the still, small voice of God that will speak to you - not loudly, but 
intimately. You may find that a word in the passage, or one of the images, speaks to you in a personal 
way. Take it in and reflect on what God is showing you, or calling you to. Allow the word or image to 
interact with your thoughts, your hopes, your memories, your desires. In this way, you allow God's 
word to become a word that touches you and affects you at your deepest levels through the Holy 
Spirit. The final stage is to rest in God’s presence. 
Another way of praying is to familiarise yourself with the story, reading it several times and then to 
imagine yourself into the scene. Help yourself to settle in by thinking of your surroundings, the 
weather, the sights and sounds and smells. Where are you in the scene? What does God want to 
say to you today? 

As well as scripture passages there are poems, images and other readings that might catch your 
attention; God can speak to us through these as well. Two of the poems here are by R S Thomas: 
 
 
 

 
            The Moon in Lleyn 
                By R S Thomas 
 

 
 

 
The last quarter of the moon 
of Jesus gives way 
to the dark; the serpent 
digests the egg. Here 
on my knees in this stone 
church, that is full only 
of the silent congregation   
  
of shadows and the sea's 
sound, it is easy to believe 
Yeats was right. Just as though 
choirs had not sung, shells 
have swallowed them, the tide laps 

 
 
 
 
 
at the Bible, the bell fetches 
no people to the brittle miracle 
of bread. The sand is waiting 
for the running back of the grains 
in the wall into its blond 
glass. Religion is over, and 
what will emerge from the body 
of the new moon, no one 
can say. 
 
But a voice sounds 
in my ear. Why so fast, 
mortal? These very seas 
are baptized. The parish 
has a saint's name time cannot 
unfrock. In cities that 
have outgrown their promise people 
are becoming pilgrims 
again, if not to this place, 
then to the recreation of it 
in their own spirits. You must remain 
kneeling. Even as this moon 
making its way through the earth's 
cumbersome shadow, prayer, too, 
has its phases. 
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Pilgrimages 

By R S Thomas 

 

There is an island there is no going 
to but in a small boat, the way 
the saints went, travelling the gallery 
of the frightened faces of 
the long-drowned, munching the gravel 
of its beaches. So I have gone 
up the salt lane to the building 
with the stone altar, and the candles 
gone out, and kneeled and lifted 
my eyes to the furious gargoyle 
of the owl that is like a god 
gone small and resentful. There 
is no body in the stained window 
of the sky now. Am I too late? 
Were they too late also, those 
first pilgrims? He is such a fast 
God, always before us, and 
leaving as we arrive… 

God will never be plain and 
out there, but dark rather, and 
inexplicable, as though he were in here? 
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Lent is a time of stripping bare, cutting back, letting go, a desert time of travelling light and going on 
pilgrimage. But, although making a physical journey can be very helpful, it is the journey of our hearts 
and minds, our journey into God that is what really matters and this is a journey that can be made 
without ever stepping outside our front door. It has been said that we do not need to go into the 
desert to find God, but we need the God of the desert to find us.  

Maria Boulding “Don’t you see” based on Luke 24: 13-35.  

”We had hoped,” say the travellers to the Lord.  ”We had hoped that things would go like 
this….We had our plans, but now…”    
      
Easter is utterly disconcerting because it is the power and mystery of God taking hold of our 
frail mortality, our limited hopes.  ”Don’t you see?” their unrecognized fellow-pilgrim asks 
them.  Don’t you see that it had to be like that?  Was it not written?  Isn’t it what all the 
scriptures are about, from end to end?  Don’t you understand that the Christ had to suffer 
and so enter into his glory?  Don’t you understand that it can’t be otherwise for you?  You 
have to jettison your small plans because the Father’s plans for you are unthinkably greater 
and more wonderful. You have to leap into his hands, say an unconditional “Yes,” and be 
born anew. His love exceeds all that you deserve or even desire.  

Gerard Hughes: In Search of a Way 

Pilgrims must travel light, otherwise they cannot continue on their way. Their equipment is 
designed for the journey and they do not fill their rucksacks with unnecessary possessions 
which only slow them down. As they walk they discover other treasures, which no one can 
take from them: an inner peace, new ways of seeing, a delight in nature. It is because they 
are on the move that they make new discoveries and because they do not possess that 
they are able to enjoy everything. 

Ø Is there anything you need to lay down, something that is holding you back? 

Mark Oakley The Collage of God 

In the life of spiritual pilgrimage, then, there comes a time when we ‘re-cognise’, give 
renewed attention, and slowly begin to ‘recognise’ him who is beyond in our midst. 

Michael Ford (Song of the Nightingale) quotes Fr Michael Seed as saying that: 

to move on in one’s pilgrimage, there has to be an authentic prompting of the Holy Spirit. 

Ø Are you prepared to move on, not always knowing where the Spirit may take you? 
 

Points to ponder: 

Ø How did your faith journey begin?  

Ø Recollect the main milestones on the way. Perhaps draw a timeline, or record the twists 
and turns of your journey in some way. 
 

Ø What did the high spots feel like? 

Ø When you were at a low ebb, what helped to get you through, to keep going? 

Ø What have you learned on the way? 

 

Before our final prayer this evening, we conclude with the Taizé chant: De noche iremos: By night 
we hasten in darkness to search for living water, only our thirst leads us onward. 
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Prayer: 

A pilgrim prayer                                                                                   
by Peter Millar: 

Lord of every pilgrim heart, 
bless our journeys 
on these roads 
we never planned to take, 
but 
through your  
surprising wisdom 
discovered 
we 
were 
on … 

 

 

 

 


